Introduction
In order to develop and improve the biocompatibility for dental implants and orthopedic surgery, cell adhesion mechanism is a crucial factor in enhancing biocompatibility. Fluorescent complex coating of HAp/amino acid ligands has Recently been developed to improve the antibacterial property for dental implants [1, 2] . However, cell adhesion mechanisms with the HAp complex coating have not been revealed yet. Adhesive force between osteoblasts cells and HAp/amino acid complex coating is one of the most contributing factor that facilitates cell adhesion mechanism. It is necessary to investigate the cell adhesive force mechanism in order to controll adhesion behavior of cell on implant surface. In this research, AFM successfully measured the surface mechanical properties of commercially pure titanium, HAp coating, HAp-phenylalanine complex coating, HAp-tryptophan complex coating with boundary of osteoblast cell in different surface complex coating. Adhesive force and cell adhesion mechanism were then discussed.
Experimental Procedure
Hydroxyapatite was deposited on commercially pure titanium by an electrochemical deposition process. Cold isostatic pressing (CIP) was used to fabricate fluorescent complex of HAp and amino acid ligands of phenylalanine or tryptophan, respctively. Fluorescent properties were determined by fluorescence microscope (Keyence BZ-9100). Roughness of coating was evaluated by dynamic mode of AFM. Bioactivity was evaluated by seeding oseteoblast like cell (MC3T3-E1) on HAp and complex HAp coating. After 24 hours cell seeding, adhesive force measurement was conducted by nano 3D mapping in contact mode of AFM (SPM-9700, Shimadzu science) in D-MEM liquid condition at room temperature 25 ℃ and RH-40%. SEM and Raman spectroscopy were used to confirm cell adhesion on HAp and Hap complex coating. Cell morphologies which were observed by AFM could be matched with those subsequently observed by SEM, which clearly demonstrated that AFM measurement could successfully detected osteoblast cells. Figure 2 showed differences in mechanical properties measured by AFM and interfacial force at the boundary of osteoblast cell which the breakage force can be determined. Adhesive force of HAp complex was not significantly increased compared with the one of HAp coating though the cell adhesion morphology was apparently changed. Force curve measurement results demonstrated typical fluctuations in contact region because of cell viscoelasticity. However, adhesive force can be influenced both the cell/cantilever interface and the cell/substrate interface. It is then necessary to consider the way of detecting detachment at different interfaces. Immobilization of cells is one of the possible solution. A uniform coating of HAp complex is also needed to shorten the periods of measurement, which can also be an influential factor on viability of cells, Summary AFM measurement was conducted to observe changes in surface morphology and mechanical properties of HAp and HAp complexes. Though the cell morphologies were changed, adhesive force was not significantly changed. Further , more precise measurements are necessary to discuss the details.
